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Meanwhile Embry had arrived. He had been delayed
in leaving Kulundia by one engine, and, when he had
taken off the ground, this engine started vibrating very
badly! Terrible position. He staggered up to 6,000
feet above the hills, and, as the engine still continued
to go, he made for Ramleh. We examined the engine
as well as we could externally, and poked bits of wire
down the plug holes to feel the pistons, and could not find
the trouble. Nevertheless the vibration was bad when
the engine was run up* Gallehawk wired to Heliopolis
for a new engine; and, as Embry was in such good
hands, I decided to push on and leave him. I took
on his passenger, Padre Still, as well as mine. The
difficulty was to get off Ramleh. I was loaded to about
12,500 pounds and the morning would be warmish.
Young Bonham Carter, who was now at 14 Squadron,
took me over the aerodrome in his little car, and I
decided that it was preferable to get off down hill and
down wind, rather than up hill and up wind, as the
country to the south-west was flat plain,
Ramleh to Heliopolis. I taxied over the brow to the
north end of the aerodrome, where the ground fell
rather sharply for a short distance to a valley which
lay between the aerodrome and the town of Ramleh.
I thought I could get moving up this little bit of hill,
breast the top and take the run down having gained a
bit of a start* I did this, and duly went rushing down
the hill. The take off was none too easy or pleasant
I flew on low over the plain, passing over the gi«e&
fields and ragged trees, turned back and flew round
over the aerodrome, and then away southwards ow&r
against the sea* It was a fine sunny morning with a
following wind. We flew down the inland side of tfee

